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STEP OUTSIDE THIS SPRING – WITH INFRATECH INFRARED
HEATERS FOR THE HOME.

-

ABOUT INFRATECH
Infratech has been a pioneer and leader in infrared technology for more than 50 years. We offer a wide range of infrared heating products that 
bring casual comfort to upscale restaurants, hospitality and retail establishments, as well as private homes. We also provide a line of heating 
products for automotive curing and industrial/commercial heat applications. We use the latest in manufacturing technologies to offer customers 
the most efficient infrared systems for the lowest cost in the industry. Infratech is committed to providing high quality, innovative products that 
exceed our customers’ expectations. All of our products are proudly made in the USA. To learn more, please visit infratech-usa.com. 

[MARCH 12, 2014] GARDENA, CA – After a long winter, there’s nothing like a warming trend and a few extra hours of 
daylight to make the great outdoors more inviting. But spring’s unpredictable weather can make it challenging to 
plan and entertain outside. Infratech infrared heating systems let you enjoy the first signs of spring without 
worrying about a last-minute cold front. Whether you’re hosting a holiday brunch on the patio, or simply looking to 
relax and enjoy your garden, Infratech heating systems can add months of eco-friendly comfort to any 
indoor/outdoor living space. 

With an Infratech heater, you can also enjoy the fresh air of spring without the harmful emissions, odors or 
negative environmental impact created by gas heaters or outdoor fireplaces. Infratech heating systems feature 
quartz elements that transfer a safe, clean wavelength of heat directly to people or furniture, so the warmth will 
not blow away in breezy conditions. Unlike traditional gas burners, Infratech heaters are also 90% efficient, 
operate for just pennies per hour, and do not require ventilation. They’re available in a wide range of versatile 
color, finish and mounting options, to blend in seamlessly with your décor.  

If you’d like to learn more about Infratech heating systems and get tips and tricks to help you enjoy outdoor living
to the fullest, stay updated with us on our social media pages. Whether you’re looking for recipes, design tips or
fun suggestions for your home, or are eager to learn about our newest offerings for commercial, retail or residen-
tial development projects, you’ll find it here.


